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Zhu Yanshuo digs his own head, and is obviously extremely confused for a while. 

However, seeing that the special envoy of Shenlong had already walked towards the main battlefield, 

the only thing he could do now was to greet his subordinates and rush over there. 

Under the leadership of the stunning beauty, the group soon came to the main battlefield. 

When the soldiers who were originally broken out by some people saw the arrival of the special envoy 

of Shenlong, the confidence they had lost for a while increased again, and Wei Wei’s uneasy heart finally 

eased. 

“All officers and men, give me a concerted effort to destroy the remaining enemies. They are no more 

than survivors.” Of course, Futian would not miss such an opportunity to perform in front of the special 

envoy of Shenlong. The frantic onslaught of the quasi-residual forces. 

Ye Shijun also flew to the stunning beauty at this time, and said confidently: 

“The special envoy of Shenlong is relieved, but they are all shrimp soldiers and crab generals, and they 

are stubbornly resisting. They simply can’t last long.” 

“The special envoy of Shenlong just stays behind. Waiting for the news of our army’s great victory, you 

don’t have to mobilize the troops and bother you to be there in person, give me another ten minutes, 

and I will capture these thieves one by one.” The 

stunning beauty smiled slightly, but did not speak. 

“What? The special envoy of Shenlong doesn’t believe someone in Ye?” Ye Shijun’s extremely strong 

self-esteem, or rather fragile self-esteem, suddenly erupted after he received no affirmative answer 

from others, and asked slightly dissatisfied. 

“Yes, I was negligent just now. Ye made them accidentally break out of the siege, but that was just an 

accident. Right now, you have seen the special envoy of Shenlong, and I quickly reacted and made 

targeted deployments. , the remaining main force of the large number of enemy troops has been 

surrounded by us at this time, and it is difficult to fly with wings.” 

“This, the special envoy of Shenlong will not doubt it, right?” 

Looking around, the elites of the fallen city have indeed achieved the utmost siege. Previously, the 

Mysterious Man Alliance could still use the position of the wooden house as the rear, and be affected by 

other aspects. siege. 

But now, after a charge, even their rear is controlled by the elites of the fall, completely forming a true 

circle around the Mysterious Man Alliance. 

“Pick some elites from the right wing, focus on the left wing, and make way for the right wing.” The 

stunning beauty said softly. 

Hearing this, Ye Shijun was not only puzzled, but also completely quit: “Special envoy of Shenlong, 

please forgive a certain Ye, now that our army has surrounded the opposite side, as far as we are 



concerned, the other side is just a turtle in a urn, you are now But we want us to adjust our troops and 

make room for the other party 

?” 

“Does this not make it clear that the enemy has a breakthrough?” 

“Hmph, the enemy army is like a trapped beast now, and it depends on the soldiers and soldiers. What 

you have to do with your life, but now you have to order it to do so, will this make the dead soldiers feel 

safe? How can the hearts of the soldiers who have paid be calmed down?” 

“If you do this, don’t say I disagree, even if It is our tens of thousands of soldiers, and they will never 

agree.” When the 

words fell, Ye Shijun turned his head away and looked elsewhere, obviously full of disdain for her 

arrangement. 

At this time of disobedience, Zhu Yanshuo should have reprimanded Ye Shijun immediately, or at least 

tried to persuade Ye Shijun with good words, but because he was full of doubts himself, the words were 

forced back in his throat. 

He actually didn’t understand the operation of the special envoy of Shenlong, and even had strong 

doubts, so to a 

certain extent, Ye Shijun just said what he didn’t dare to say. 

“Arranging troops is the accusation of the supreme commander. Why, Ye Shijun, are you higher than me 

now?” 

“If it is, then from now on, everything will be under your command, and I can leave now.” After the 

words were finished, the stunning beauty turned around and was about to leave. 

Although Ye Shijun’s position is not comparable to that of ordinary people, the special envoy of 

Shenlong is also a position below one person and above ten thousand people, far from what he can 

currently compare to. Moreover, the rules of the organization are messed up, even he, the prince, 

knows it well. She was so powerful, in a hurry, she hurriedly changed her words: “Special envoy of 

Shenlong, it’s Ye who is reckless, please punish him, but Ye was also puzzled for a while, so…” 

Hearing his words, the stunning beauty stopped slightly, but her eyes were Turning to Amelia Su’s 

direction: “The big fish is here…” 
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follow his gaze. At this time, Ye Shijun and Zhu Yanshuo looked at almost the same time, but they did 

not see anything in that direction. any exception. 

Don’t say it’s a human, I didn’t even see a ghost! 

Where did the big fish come from? ! 

“Why are you still stunned? Why don’t you act quickly?” As the 



words fell, the stunning beauty was already walking quickly towards the battlefield. 

Seeing that the special envoy of Shenlong was in a hurry, it seemed that something big was happening. 

Although Zhu Yanshuo and Ye Shijun were two monks who were two feet tall, they had no choice but to 

do it now. 

After the two exchanged glances, Ye Shijun was in charge of dispatching troops, while Zhu Yanshuo 

followed in the footsteps of the special envoy of Shenlong, waiting for her dispatch. 

And under the ground at this time, the direction and position that the special envoy of Shenlong was 

looking at just now. 

Amelia Su 

‘s face was solemn and anxious. 

Yes, at the most critical moment, the pangolin suddenly appeared and took it away. 

This guy has not been involved in the battle since the beginning of the battle. 

It wasn’t that he was afraid of death, but that he knew better than anyone the importance of protecting 

Xia Wei. 

That doesn’t just mean that George Han made a promise to Xia Ran, that it would be as simple as 

protecting her sister. 

More importantly, along the way, the pangolin knew better that Xia Wei was George Han’s life-saving 

straw. If any accident happened to her, it would be an extremely fatal blow to George Han. 

He knows this, so he naturally knows what to do when. 

Therefore, as soon as the battle started, he took the old man, Xia Wei 

and Xiao Chunhua, three people with little fighting ability, and quickly escaped from the ground. 

After sending them to the safe area, he quickly turned back and went to rescue Amelia Su. 

Fortunately, everything was in time. 

However, after she was sent to join Ningyue and the others, an extremely bad news came instantly. 

Han Nian didn’t come out! 

Because the enemy army is really huge and has no eyes for swords and guns, Ningyue keeps Shi Yu 

hugging her and hiding in the middle of the team in order to protect Han Nian’s safety to the greatest 

extent possible. 

When the siege broke out, Ningyue’s leading troops naturally took the lead in rushing out. However, 

with the rapid influx of enemy troops, the entire team was cut off together. Poetry and Han Nian, who 

were at the core of the team, were not far from the success of breaking through. But in the end, 

for safety reasons, Shi Yu could only hold Han Nian and hide in the center of the unkilled troops again to 

protect his safety. 



Ningyue originally planned to retreat first, and then re-arranged the killing will go back. 

However, here I met Amelia Su and pangolins who also broke through. 

Originally, Ningyue was determined to turn around and rescue with Amelia Su, but Amelia Su refused. 

First, Ningyue and the others were obviously not injured in the bloody battle, and only a few dozen 

people broke through, so it is not meaningful to kill them again. Second, since pangolins can come and 

go freely in the soil, they can be saved naturally People are also more convenient and fast, and many 

people will get in the way. 

“We’re almost there.” Ahead, the pangolin who was in charge of opening the way reminded Amelia Su 

at the right time and brought it back to reality. 

Amelia Su 

nodded, but she couldn’t help but say nothing because she was nervous. 

“We only have one chance. You must seize it. As soon as I rush up, you will immediately search for 

people. Within ten seconds, we must quickly evacuate. It becomes extremely difficult.” 

Amelia Su nodded again. 

“Okay, three, two, one, go out!” As the 

words fell, the ground suddenly exploded, and two black shadows rushed out of the ground in an 

instant. 

The surrounding people obviously did not expect this, and were obviously taken aback. Under the chaos, 

two black shadows had already rushed towards the center of the Mysterious Man Alliance team. 

“The big fish bit the hook.” On the 

side, the stunning beauty looked at this scene and sneered… 

 


